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SOLA  Solar LED Batten Light Kit

SOLA Solar LED batten light is specially designed for retail & distribution market.  Can be widely used in many 
applications, such as office, home, garage, caravan, carports, bus stations, warehouses, camping tents, farm tents, 
sidewalks & alleyways, emergency camps, aid tents, caves, or many kinds of temporary or permanent accommodation 
structures, etc. Solar LED batten light is a kit that contains everything - rechargeable lithium battery, solar controller, 
and solar panel. Easy installation in less than 5 minutes;  It provides a high brightness level over a long period of time, 
continuous lighting output, and built-in PIR sensor to save power if sunshine is not strong enough.

This solar LED batten light also supports working during day time while being charged- under manual operation. By 
programming the remote control, you can increase or decrease the brightness as you wish;  there are 2, 4 and 6 hour 
settings available.  One 5V USB output is included to charge a mobile phone.

It is a perfect lighting solution for remote areas, that lack either power or fixed lighting. 

What is solar batten light? Product Picture Extension to Wall Switch 
Light can be ON/OFF like a regular light
by wall mounted switch,easy to use

Long light work
Up to 12 hours working. 
Continuous lighting output.

USB Output
Backup to charge mobile, 
useful in emergency.

IP65 Waterproof
Can be widely used in outdoors, n
ever worry water leaks in.

PIR Sensor
Security lighting or to save energy mode.
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ARRANTY
Item number

LED peak power

Luminous flux(lm)

Color temperature

Dimensions

Solar panel

Battery

Housing material

USB ouput

Remote control

Charging time

Discharging time

Working temp.

Connect cable

IP rate

E360 

12W

>1,500lm 

6000K 

360*65*80mm 

10W 6V MONO

3.7V 8.8AH

Polycarbonate + aluminium

5V  0.5A

Yes

6 hours

>20 hours

-15℃ ~ +70℃

5 meters

IP65

E600 

24W

>2,400lm 

6000K 

600*65*80mm 

18W 6V MONO

3.7V 15.6AH

Specification Sheet

MANUAL switch  ON/OFF , 100% full power

AUTOMATIC  ON/OFF  up dawn & dark 

Increase the brightness by 20%

Decrease the brightness by 20%

Light is 0% (off power)
turn ON when sensor is triggered.

Light is ON with 30% power,
and 100% when sensor is triggered.

Set light to work for 2 hours

Set light to work for 4 hours

Set light to work for 6 hours

Remote Control

Function & Buttons

1
2 3

4

5

6

1 : Push Switch

2 : USB Ouput

3 : Conector to external switch

4 : Motion (PIR) Sensor

5 : Solar Panel Input

6 : Adjustable Light Brackets

Distribution & Resell

Application

Wall Switch

Extension to Wall Switch 
With this extnesion, the light can be ON/OFF anytime as you 
need, no matter it is day time or night, the light can work as 
a normal light, Very suitable for the places where never get 
sunshine like Basement, wine cellar etc,
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Key Advantages

Big Battery Capacity Backup

Efficient Control System
MPPT controller is adopted to all of POLA solar led batten light, Charging 

faster by 30% than PWM controller. It ensures battery full charged each 
day and every night without black even if sunshine intensity is not stable all 
the year round.  

Compact solar light system with lithium batery inside. More than 4 days 
autonomy in energy saving mode or 12 hrs working in constant lighting 
with 100% power. Never worry about out of power any more.

Ultra Brightness Output
This light is designed for commercial project use. It reaches to 150lm per 
watt pratically.  12W is good enough for a 20 sqm room or area.  it uses 
ultra high brightness led chip SMD2835, it creat a smooth lighting 
performance and uniform distribution.

POLA Solar LED Batten Light
POLA solar batten light is adapted from our most successful all in two Led street light built on the same platform, It is good answer to a vast solar lighting 

applications in urban and rural living. Llithium battery and high charging efficiency solar controller are built inside of light.  Ultra high brightness led are used, 

it reaches high lumens output up to 130lm/Watt. IP67 weather proof lighting fixture with the PC fixture, it can be perfectly used for outdoor lighting, as 

garage , warehouse, caravan, carport, refugee tents, camping tent, caves, mines etc.

The easy MC4 plug in set up makes the light extremely easy for installation and portability. Distance from solar panel to light is up to 30 meters, it makes 

installation very flexiable. Built with high quality components,  POLA solar batten light ( You can also call it as solar carport light or solar tri proof light ) can 

meet project requirements as well in any challenging environments. POLA batten light is able from 12 watts to 36 watts.

Item number

LED rated power

Luminous flux(lm)

Color termpature

Dimensions

Solar panel 

Lithium battery

Charging time

Discharging time

Working temp.

Sensor type

IP & IK rate

Housing material

Connection cable

Warranty

AI-X1500 

12W 

>1,500lm

3000K ~ 6000K

92*84*600mm 

30W 18V  

12V 144WH

6 hours

>20 hours

-15℃ ~ +70℃

Microwave sensor

IP67  IK10 

Aluminium+PC

3 ~ 5 meters

3 years

Specification Sheet

AI-X2200 

18W

>2,200lm

3000K ~ 6000K 

92*84*600mm 

60W 18V 

12V 216WH

AI-X3000 

24W

>3,000lm

3000K ~ 6000K 

92*84*900mm 

80W 18V 

12V 288WH

Applications
POLA Solar batten lights are capable of meeting 

many applications and challenging solar lighting 

requirements with extremely simple and easy 

installation capability. It is a perfect solution for 

many outdoor applications such as carports, bus 

shelters, warehouses, temporary shelters, outdoor 

kiosks, street kiosks, camping tents, Boats or any 

remote locations where grid is a challenge. Power 

and length of the lights can be customized to meet 

different project requirements as well.




